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People always talk to each other in their families. It’s not 
surprising that animals have different conversations on a great 
variety of topics in their families as well.
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— We have got  
no money, 
but he is 
relaxing…  
Go off  
to work!



— Oh, Honey!  
I swear 
wasn’t  
my fault. 
It was just 
some fateful 
confluence  
of circum- 
 stances...



— I’ll peck him, if he does not 
appreciate my new image again...



— Good 
heavens!  
Why did  
I call him  
a primitive 
primate?...



— Fly with me, my dear, and you won’t  
be sorry about it! I’ll gift to you hundred  

seas, two hundred oceans.  
And even this…  how does 

it called… the moon!



— Oh, where don’t  
I have to fly just  
because of him.  
My wings are not  
graceful enough  
for him this time… 



— What a beauty  
like you do  
in this wild and 
unpeaceful place?



— Oh, I don’t know… Although  
he says that we look absolutely similar 
it would be better if I asked my mom.



— Honey, stop gossiping with your 
she-friends. There is nothing to eat  

at home and our children are crying!



— Darling, don’t nag! We will go 
to the car exhibition tomorrow. 
Today, we are introducing our 
daughter to some high fashion.



— Honey!  
If we ever  
meet our  
sculptor,  
please, hold me  
as tight as you can...



— Hey! If you look at that green bird  
once again - I’ll peck you in the forehead!



— Darling, do not ask me anything!  
I do not remember anything in any case...



— WOW! What they are doing!



— How nice it is to be part  
of a family even if it is only  

for a little while!



— You know, I began writing 
poems yesterday...



— Well, sweetie,  
why must you necessarily  

know right now which side Africa  
from us?!



— I adore this tango in the frost…



Performance 
of a traditional 
penguin song 
«Sweetheart 
presented  
me a ring,  
I’l give egg  
to him  
I think».



— Sonnie! Please, don’t 
bite anyone in school  

at least one day!



— Hey good looking!  
Has anyone ever told you that you have  

the most gorgeous bowlegs?



— Your pulse is normal.  
Hmm… I have no idea  

why your tail has curled.



— We’ve found the gold!  
The first thing I am going to do  

is buy myself a cloak made from the skin  
of a great white shark ...



— And what cretin told  
us few years ago that children 

bring happiness?



— Do I understand the meaning of life? 
Of course, sweetie! Look, the sand  
is yellow. And the grass is green.  

Our life is similar — we also 
are born, live, die...  



— Dear, your Pokémon  
isn’t in here either!  

Maybe you better throw away 
the phone the tourists lost?



— They seemed to be pretty normal  
neighbors at first. Then they went 

and dyed their fur. I don’t know 
what this world is coming to!



Every day, long awaited peace 
eventually comes to even the most 

quarrelsome of families…



…while they sleep of course.
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People always talk  
to each other in their families. 

It’s not surprising that animals 
have different conversations 
on a great variety of topics 

in their families as well.




